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Abstract
Aiming at the shortage of the existing security methods of
Expressway cable, this paper puts forward a new warning system
for the prevention and control of the expressway along the
optical fiber micro vibration. The utility model with the
advantages can realize long-distance distributed monitoring, fast
test speed, high positioning accuracy, the cable safety warning,
nip in the bud, the greatest degree of protection of the highway of
normal operation and safety that avoid the indirect economic loss
of a large number of direct economic losses and immeasurable.
The technology will reach the leading level of domestic cable
security, and can be popularized in the whole country and even
worldwide, and it has a wide prospect of application.
Keywords:Optical
Fiber,Micro-vibration,Anti-theft
System,Early Warning,Expressway.

equipment has seriously affected the normal operation and
management of the highway. While causing heavy losses
to the state property, but also on the highway running on
the vehicle to form a huge security risks, resulting in
difficult to estimate the direct or indirect economic losses.
Through technical and market research found that
domestic and international cable anti-theft technology
research is a hotspot and difficulty in the current number
of industries. However, the existing anti-theft alarm
occurred in the cable is destroyed. Although able to recoup
some of the losses, but the cable damage caused by the
loss of no can be avoided. Therefore, how to effectively
monitor the safety of the cable, the cable is damaged in
advance warning, is the current urgent need to solve the
problem.

1. Introduction
The Traffic engineering is an important part of highway,
including monitoring and control system, toll collection
system and communication system, is important technical
means for highway traffic information collection,
information transmission, control and management, is
composed of a large number of field electromechanical
equipment and laboratory computer network system.
Among them, the mechanical and electrical equipment in
the field of the main layout in the scope of the toll plaza 510km unattended, including traffic flow detector, variable
information board, camera, variable speed signs, weather
detector, such as traffic lights, laying a considerable
distance of power cable to ensure the normal work.
However, driven by economic interests, highway high and
low voltage cables, power equipment, electrical and
mechanical equipment and other fields to become the
object of the crime of theft. Since the incidence rate is
increasing, highway management department from a
management point of view, strengthen the cables and
power
equipment
inspections,
monitoring
and
maintenance; public security department has also
increased efforts to crack down on such cases, but to no
avail, the economic losses caused by as little as a few
million yuan, more than million yuan. The theft of the
expressway cable, power equipment and the field

2.System Design of Distributed Optical Fiber
Sensor based on Alarm
From Dongguan Expressway supporting cable anti-theft
security program is designed with optical fiber perimeter
security system, front sensor system part of the optical fiber
sensing technology, sensing cable attachment lashing fixed
on the protected cable, constitute a "detection sensor tape",
outdoor completely passive, installation without
geographical constraints, and the reliability is high, hidden
well, is the leading technology of a new generation of
intelligent security products.Optical fiber perimeter
security system can filter vehicle, wind and rain on
environmental interference, of illegal mining, drag and
drop, hitting the cable damage action issued a warning
signal, thus of high speed matching of power cable to good
protective effect.The need to deploy from Guan highway
40 kilometers, on both sides of the road supporting cables
about 80 kilometers in length, taking into account the
feasibility of system, maintenance, price and cost of the
project. The site formatted with two sets of system, a total
of 256 standoff, on each side of the road for 128 sector,
average each defense area is about 300 meters long.
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3.Comprehensive
Protection
Alarm
Monitoring System for Optical Fiber Grating
Cable
Optical fiber grating cable comprehensive protection alarm
monitoring system is based on Fiber Bragg grating sensing
technology took the lead in the domestic developed model
has cable anti-theft alarm function of the integrated system
is set computer, optical fiber sensing, optical fiber
transmission, photoelectric control, intelligent analysis,
pattern recognition is not high technology in the integration
of systems engineering. This system is able to provide the
owner with a set of intelligent analysis, accurate addressing,
intrinsically safe, non electric detection of cable
comprehensive protection excellent solution.Fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) cable protection alarm monitoring system is
using fiber Bragg grating as the signals of the sensing
element, using fiber Bragg grating strain (vibration)
sensitivity and light reflection principle, through the
reflected light wavelength demodulate information to
determine the digital measurement technology for
measurement of strain (vibration). System can realize the
cable on the highway and key position, different forms of
installation of the door alarm monitoring, monitoring
content includes: cable tube box cover opening and closing
of the cable vibration and other events; the place of the
precise location of the accident; have a self-test function;
can display and alarm and and other security equipment
linkage. The product output signal into a digital signal, the
precision high; easy to network, to achieve a wide range of
deployment; no power detection system, intrinsically safe
explosion-proof, anti electromagnetic interference, anti
lightning.

4. System Modeling and Simulation
System modeling according to the system detection signal
transmission and transformation process step by step. At
present, the commonly used modeling methods are
theoretical modeling, experimental modeling and finite
element modeling. According to their respective
characteristics, the mathematical model of distributed
optical fiber vibration sensing system is established by the
method of theoretical modeling. Process modeling is
divided the following steps: for external impact force
caused by the foundation soil vibration, the elastic half
space theory to establish the mathematical model,
computation of various relevant parameters and by means
of the theory of wave in half space is analyzed. For the
cable vibration, the use of single degree of freedom linear
vibration system model to establish the mathematical
model; the computational model of fiber of the forced

bending, the establishment of two closely spaced optical
fiber by the same forces of axial deformation; optical fiber
interference light intensity and the photoelectric
conversion is using Mach Zehnder interference principle
of instrument and photoelectric conversion formula were
calculated.
After the system model is established, it is necessary to
carry out simulation research to determine whether the
model can accurately reflect the working characteristics of
the real system, which is realized by computer simulation
technology. Matlab/Simulink is used to simulate the
system mathematical model, and its programming
interface is friendly and easy to use, which is beneficial to
improve the efficiency of modeling. In the process of
simulation, the parameters of the model are determined.
Because of the large number of model parameters, the
complexity of system modeling is greatly increased. These
parameters part of the query of dynamics of rock and soil
statistics or experience formula to obtain, another part
must be obtained through statistical experiments, such as
artificial mining, mining machinery under the condition of
soil vibration frequency.
In the simulation model, for different modes of vibration
input different impact force and soil vibration frequency
values, and corresponding adjusting part with the impact
force of the soil parameters, under the different conditions
of the obtained simulation waveform and amplitude
frequency characteristic curve and the experimental
sampling waveform like, preliminary implementation of
vibration signal pattern recognition.

5. Conclusions
This paper studies the distributed optical fiber vibration
sensing system from the angle of system model. Firstly,
the principle of the optical fiber vibration sensing system,
interference measurement, phase modulation, sensitive
threshold and positioning technology are analyzed, which
is conducive to the follow-up study. Because the system of
the measurement object for various forms of vibration
signals, so also on vibration test and mechanical basic
principle are introduced, focusing on the vibration
mathematical modeling to solve the problem by the
research methods. Research for specific engineering
vibration problems, often is to solve the problem of the
characteristics and requirements, seize the main
influencing factors, the reasonable mechanical model is
summarized, and application of mechanics and
mathematics knowledge established the mechanical model
of the corresponding mathematical model, and then the
mathematical model is established for the analysis
calculation, the computational results are compared with
the results of experiment, the income theory study results
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can correctly to solve the practical engineering vibration
problems, if not resolved, you need to modify the
mechanical model. And then check again
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